When dissimilar images are presented to the two eyes, they compete for perceptual dominance so that each image is visible in turn for a few seconds while the other is suppressed. Such binocular rivalry is associated with relative suppression of local, eye-based representations [1] [2] [3] [4] that can also be modulated by highlevel influences such as perceptual grouping 3, 5, 6 . However, it is currently unclear how early in visual processing the suppression of eye-based signals can occur. Here we use high-resolution functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) in conjunction with a new binocular rivalry stimulus to show that signals recorded from the human lateral geniculate nucleus (LGN) exhibit eye-specific suppression during rivalry. Regions of the LGN that show strong eye-preference independently show strongly reduced activity during binocular rivalry when the stimulus presented in their preferred eye is perceptually suppressed. The human LGN is thus the earliest stage of visual processing that reflects eye-specific dominance and suppression.
When dissimilar images are presented to the two eyes, they compete for perceptual dominance so that each image is visible in turn for a few seconds while the other is suppressed. Such binocular rivalry is associated with relative suppression of local, eye-based representations [1] [2] [3] [4] that can also be modulated by highlevel influences such as perceptual grouping 3, 5, 6 . However, it is currently unclear how early in visual processing the suppression of eye-based signals can occur. Here we use high-resolution functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) in conjunction with a new binocular rivalry stimulus to show that signals recorded from the human lateral geniculate nucleus (LGN) exhibit eye-specific suppression during rivalry. Regions of the LGN that show strong eye-preference independently show strongly reduced activity during binocular rivalry when the stimulus presented in their preferred eye is perceptually suppressed. The human LGN is thus the earliest stage of visual processing that reflects eye-specific dominance and suppression.
Currently, little is known about the site and mechanisms of eyespecific suppression during binocular rivalry. The earliest stage after the retina at which differential eye-specific modulation could occur is the LGN, which contains monocular neurons segregated into eyespecific layers 7 . Although excited only by monocular stimulation, neurons in primate LGN can nevertheless show robust inhibitory binocular interactions 8 . However, fluctuations in activity associated with changing perception during binocular rivalry have proven inconsistent in cat 9, 10 and are apparently absent in monkey 11 . There have been no reported investigations of binocular rivalry in the human LGN. Common to all previous studies is the absence of behavioural measures of perceptual dominance, either because the animals were anaesthetized or because they were not required to report their perceptual experience. The lack of behavioural measurements for classifying neuronal responses will have significantly lowered the power of such studies to detect any neural signature of rivalry, as perceptual dominance must instead be inferred indirectly.
We therefore set out to investigate whether the human LGN shows eye-specific changes in signal in association with behaviourally measured changes in perception during binocular rivalry. First, we functionally identified the LGN independently in each of four participants by contrasting contralateral and ipsilateral hemifield binocular stimulation (Fig. 1a , see Supplementary Information). Next, we investigated responses of voxels within the LGN to purely monocular stimulation with a bilateral stimulus ( Fig. 1b; see Methods). The human LGN comprises six histologically distinct monocular layers, each approximately 1-mm thick. Although the overall size of the human LGN can vary by a factor of two 7 , individual layers are still below the spatial resolution of conventional human fMRI.
To maximize sensitivity, we used an improved fMRI scanning sequence with twice the spatial resolution of conventional techniques (1.5 mm isotropic; see Methods). Although this much higher spatial resolution might still be too low to permit direct visualization of each monocular layer, we hypothesized that the ocular preferences of neuronal populations within the LGN would be revealed through each voxel providing a biased sampling of monocular cells. Such biased sampling arises because a randomly placed voxel will sample an anisotropic distribution of ocular preferences, owing to the convoluted nature of the laminar structure of the LGN. Similar biases have been demonstrated for orientation preference in human V1, even at the lower spatial resolution of conventional fMRI, and have been used to directly measure orientation-selective processing 12, 13 . Confirming our hypothesis of ocular biases in human LGN, voxels within the LGN responded vigorously to stimulation of either eye, but many showed a clear and significant preference or bias towards either right or left eye stimulation (Fig. 1c) . For every voxel in the LGN in each participant, we independently computed a measure of this ocular bias. The distribution of these biases across all LGN voxels followed an approximately gaussian distribution ( Supplementary  Fig. S1 ). Between 42 and 71% of all LGN voxels in each participant showed a significant (P , 0.05) bias towards either ipsilateral or contralateral eye stimulation.
Having established the presence of significant ocular biases within LGN voxels, we could then proceed to test responses within these functionally defined voxels during binocular rivalry. We measured activity in the LGN and V1 using high-resolution fMRI while our participants viewed a novel binocular rivalry stimulus (see Fig. 2 and Methods) consisting of two co-rotating orthogonal gratings (Fig. 2a) . This stimulus was specially devised to ensure relatively long perceptual dominance periods with minimal piecemeal rivalry, while strongly driving neuronal activity in the LGN and early visual cortex (Fig. 2a) . Participants reported which stimulus was dominant by pressing a button. We confirmed that dominance phases followed a gamma distribution 14 , with a relatively long mean perceptual dominance of 10.7 s (Fig. 2b) .
We next investigated whether voxels with left-or right-eye preference showed different responses when the left-eye or right-eye stimulus became dominant. For each LGN voxel, we calculated the fMRI signal associated with perceptual dominance and suppression of each monocular image. We then used the information about the ocular preference of each voxel (obtained from the participant's independent eye-localizer session) to calculate the fMRI signal associated with perceptual dominance and suppression of the stimulus presented to the preferred eye of each voxel. Signals during dominance of either left-or right-eye images were calculated separately for all voxels with biases towards either the left or right eye. This revealed strong and highly significant increases in the LGN signal during rivalry whenever the monocular stimulus corresponding to the independently measured ocular bias of that voxel became dominant, with corresponding decreases when it was suppressed (Fig. 3a) . For example, voxels with left-eye preference under monocular viewing conditions ( Supplementary Fig. S1 ) showed relative enhancement of signals under rivalrous viewing when the left eye stimulus became dominant (Fig. 3a , red symbols in right panel). Conversely, voxels with a preference for right-eye stimulation showed relative enhancement when the right-eye stimulus became perceptually dominant. These monocular signals of eye-specific enhancement and suppression reflecting perceptual dominance during rivalry were replicated independently in every participant (Supplementary Fig. S2 ). These time courses also closely followed the independent predictions of a parameter-free 'forward model', obtained from the perceptual time courses by convolution with a haemodynamic response function (Fig. 3a , solid red and blue lines; see Methods).
To formally characterize the eye-dependence of relative suppression and enhancement, we calculated the difference in activity between periods of perceptual dominance of the left-eye stimulus (red) and the right-eye stimulus (blue) across all voxels dominated by either the left eye ( Fig. 4 ; red bars) or the right eye ( Fig. 4 ; blue bars). Activity in left-eye-dominated voxels was significantly stronger when the left-eye stimulus (red) was dominant than when the right-eye stimulus (blue) was dominant. This is consistent with the notion that binocular rivalry involves differential modulation of eye-specific signals during perceptual dominance and suppression. To estimate the size of this modulation, we compared the signal change associated with eye-specific modulation during rivalry with the signal change evoked by extended monocular viewing of each monocular stimulus in one representative participant (see Supplementary Fig. S3 ). Although great caution is required in comparing these two very different measures in structures with non-specific monocular inhibitory interactions such as the LGN, eye-specific modulation during rivalry was incomplete compared with purely monocular stimulation (64% modulation; see Methods).
Having shown that LGN voxels with a specific ocular preference showed signals related to perceptual dominance of that eye during rivalry, we next determined whether there was a graded relationship between these two independent measures. For each LGN voxel, we plotted the difference in activation between perceptual dominance of the preferred-eye and the non-preferred-eye stimulus as a function of its ocular preference ( Supplementary Fig. S4 ). There was a monotonic relationship between these two measures, with a modest but statistically significant positive correlation (P , 0.05) between the two for every participant. Thus, voxels with relatively strong ocular biases tended to show larger differences in activity during different dominance phases in rivalry. This might arise because signals in voxels with strong ocular biases are dominated by the input mainly from one eye and thus more clearly reflect the difference between rivalry and suppression.
Finally, we used the same methodology to quantify ocular biases and differential activity during perceptual dominance in rivalry in V1 (see Methods). As in the LGN, there was a very similar relationship between the ocular preference of individual voxels in V1 and the presence of differential signals during perceptual dominance during rivalry (Figs 3 and 4) . Eye-specific modulation during rivalry was also incomplete compared with purely monocular stimulation (28% modulation; see Supplementary Fig. S3 ). Small quantitative a, A red grating was presented to the left eye and an orthogonal blue grating was presented to the right eye while both stimuli simultaneously rotated clockwise. They were viewed through red/blue anaglyph glasses, so that the blue grating was visible to the right eye and the red grating was visible to the left eye. During each scanning run, the two stimuli were presented continuously for 5 min, leading to multiple perceptual alternations between the two monocular images while the other image was suppressed. Participants used response buttons to continuously indicate during each run whether they currently perceived either the red or blue grating. b, Histogram of dominance phase durations averaged across participants, which reveals that dominance phases were relatively long compared with typical rivalry stimuli, and could be well fitted by a gammadistribution function (black line).
differences (for example, smaller overall differential activity; compare ordinate axes of Fig. 3a and b ) might reflect differences in baseline fMRI signals, in the width of the haemodynamic pointspread function, or in the response gain between LGN and V1 (refs 15, 16) .
These findings represent positive evidence for a neural signature of rivalry in the LGN of a conscious individual of any species. Rivalryrelated signals are thus not confined to the early visual cortex [17] [18] [19] [20] , but can also be observed in subcortical structures. Using single-unit electrophysiological recording in cats and monkeys, it has proven difficult to establish whether the LGN reflects perceptual dominance in rivalry [9] [10] [11] . These studies used different stimuli (for example, presented at greater eccentricities 11 ) in different species and did not measure perceptual dominance behaviourally, making it unclear at which point during recording any perceptual transitions might have occurred. Such studies thus require a substantially different analytic approach compared to the present study. For example, one study in monkeys 11 used power spectral analysis of neural signals, which should in principle allow accumulation of transition-related effects even though their random phase position is unknown. However, this approach is less sensitive than the one taken here, where the times of perceptual transitions are known, allowing for event-related averaging. Our successful demonstration of rivalrous fluctuations in the human LGN might in principle reflect any of these major differences. Alternatively, it might reflect differential sensitivity of the fMRI technique to particular aspects of the neuronal signal (for example, local field potentials rather than spiking activity 21 ). Our findings indicate that dominance and suppression in rivalry are accompanied by a modulation of signals in eye-specific representations in the LGN and V1. This is consistent with previous observations of neural signatures of rivalry in the monocular representation of the blind spot in V1 (ref. 17) . However, by demonstrating that individual voxels acquired with high-resolution fMRI show reliable ocular biases, we were able to show that such monocular rivalrous signatures are not specific to the unusual cortical locale of the blind spot but extend throughout V1 and into the LGN (Figs 3 and 4) . The suggestion 22 that previous findings of rivalry in the blind-spot representation 17 in V1 might reflect competition between different stimulus preferences in surrounding binocular cells cannot account for our findings in LGN, which has no binocular cells.
Although binocular rivalry can prevent conscious perception of a suppressed image, visual sensitivity during suppression is only moderately decreased 23, 24 . Moreover, suppressed images can still cause simple after-effects 25, 26 . This suggests that the eye-specific modulation we observed in human LGN must necessarily be incomplete, consistent with recent reports that higher visual areas show selective responses to suppressed stimuli 27 . Similarly, we found that the depth of rivalrous modulation was smaller than the signal evoked by purely monocular stimulation with our stimuli. It is important to note that any differences between monocular stimulation and rivalry are only approximations of modulation depth. Such differences potentially reflect not only rivalry-related signal modulations, but also the absence of non-specific inhibitory interactions under monocular stimulation 8 . Furthermore, differences in the degree of suppression between different structures (here, LGN and V1) may be influenced by differences in response gain 15, 16 . These caveats notwithstanding, our findings are consistent with the notion that suppression during rivalry does not result in a complete inhibition of stimulus-driven signals, and that sensitivity to input from the suppressed eye is moderately (but not fully) reduced 23, 24 . In contrast, selective adaptation by suppressed images can be of equal magnitude as for dominant images 26 , suggesting that visual responses may reach early visual areas largely unattenuated; but adaptation is moderately reduced when visual saturation of the adapting stimuli is avoided 25 . Responses to flashed stimuli in the LGN can show binocular interactions earlier than the first V1 responses 8 , suggesting that such interactions do not require corticofugal feedback. Here, stimuli were presented continuously for several minutes, resulting in a superposition of feed-forward and feedback processing owing to the dense reciprocal connections between V1 and the LGN 28 . Thus, our data do not distinguish the precise source of the modulatory influence that we observed in LGN. Because our stimuli have rivalling orientations, eye-specific modulations in LGN could potentially reflect a feedback signal from V1, where orientation-selective processing is well established 12, 13 . This is consistent with BOLD signals correlating slightly better with local field potentials than with spikes 21 . If feedback plays such a role then it must necessarily be eye-specific, thus placing specific constraints on the possible underlying neural circuitry 28 . Alternatively, LGN modulation may instead arise directly from binocular interactions between LGN layers 8, 29 through local inhibitory interneurons 30 . Such local computations should also be visible in the BOLD response 21 . Note that our findings do not imply that rivalry is exclusively determined by eye-specific Information) . Positive values indicate that signal was higher during dominance of the red percept, and negative values that signal was higher during dominance of the blue percept. Data are for subjects S1-S4; error bars represent standard error across voxels).
representations. Coherence between global stimulus-representations can clearly have a role in resolving rivalry 3, 5 . Such global effects might operate through local eye-based modulation in the LGN (or V1), modulated by top-down biases that favour coherent global percepts 3 . One possible control signal for such modulation could be feedback projections to monocular regions of V1 or even individual eyespecific layers of the LGN 28 . Thus, rivalry may involve dynamic and competitive multilevel interactions at multiple processing stages 1 .
METHODS
Participants and experimental design. Four healthy volunteers with normal vision (29-34 years old) gave written informed consent to participate in the experiment, which was approved by the local ethics committee. One participant was an author, two were experienced psychophysical observers and one was a naive participant. The experiment consisted of three independent stages. In the first stage ('LGN localizer') we localized the left and right LGN in each participant using standard definitions 15, 31 (see Supplementary Information). The second stage ('eye localizer') sought to identify any ocular preference for individual LGN voxels. Participants fixated centrally while viewing a large contrast-reversing checkerboard stimulus presented bilaterally as two wedges (Fig. 1b) , in alternating runs either to the left or right eye alone, while the other eye was covered and thus unstimulated. In the third stage we studied responses in the LGN and V1 to rotating binocular rivalry stimuli presented continuously for 296 s (see Fig. 2a and Supplementary Information). The stimuli yielded very effective rivalry with long phase durations (mean 10.7 s; see Fig. 2b ) and very brief transition periods. Piecemeal or patchy rivalry was rare and very brief, and corresponding phases were discarded from the analysis. fMRI acquisition. A 3T Allegra head scanner (Siemens Medical Systems) with a standard transmit-receive head coil was used to acquire functional data with a single-shot gradient echo isotropic high-resolution echo planar imaging sequence (matrix size 128 £ 128; field of view 192 mm; in-plane resolution 1.5 mm; 20 slices with interleaved acquisition; slice thickness 1.5 mm; echo time 30 ms; acquisition time per slice 102 ms; repetition time 2,040 ms; echo spacing 560 ms; receiver bandwidth 250 kHz; 30% ramp sampling; twofold read oversampling to allow for k-space re-gridding; read gradient amplitude 34.47 mTm
21
; read gradient slew rate 344.7 mTm 21 ms 21 ). In order to maximize statistical power, we used only 20 slices that were optimized to cover the entire LGN, slightly angled to also achieve coverage of the calcarine sulcus.
In the main rivalry experiment, between 7 and 8 runs of 145 functional MRI volumes were acquired per participant. For the LGN localizer we acquired one run with 203 volumes, and for the eye localizer we acquired two runs of 163 volumes. For each participant a T1-weighted structural image was also acquired as well as 2-3 retinotopic mapping runs of 165 volumes, during which participants viewed standard flickering checkerboard stimuli that stimulated either the horizontal or vertical meridians. fMRI analysis. Each participant's left and right LGN and V1 were identified using standard methods. An index of eye-dominance was then computed for each voxel in LGN and V1 (see Supplementary Information) . To study the effects of rivalry on responses, we then investigated whether any significant response differences could be found between left-eye-and right-eye-dominated voxels during left-eye (red) and right-eye (blue) dominance phases. First we computed event-related responses (Fig. 3a, b and Supplementary Fig. S2 ) by selectively averaging the BOLD fMRI signal separately for left-eye-dominated and righteye-dominated voxels, time-locked to changes in perceptual dominance either from red to blue or from blue to red. Error bars reflect standard errors across participants (Fig. 3a, b) or standard errors across all repetitions of one event-type for one participant (Supplementary Fig. S2) . A parameter-free forward model of event-related responses was computed by selectively averaging a predicted fMRI time course obtained by convolving the perceptual time series with a canonical haemodynamic response function provided by the statistics package SPM2 (solid lines in Fig. 3 ). For a more formal comparison (Fig. 4) we also modelled responses separately for each voxel, using a general linear model with a regressor that modelled the difference in response amplitude between left-eye and righteye perceptual dominance (see Supplementary Information).
